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#1 New York Times bestselling author Diana Gabaldon has captivated millions of readers with her
critically acclaimed Outlander novels, the inspiration for the Starz original series. From the moment
Claire Randall stepped through a standing stone circle and was thrown back in time to the year
1743â€”and into a world that threatens life, limb, loyalty, heart, soul, and everything else Claire
hasâ€”readers have been hungry to know everything about this world and its inhabitants, particularly
a Scottish soldier named Jamie Fraser. Â In this beautifully illustrated compendium of all things
Outlandish, Gabaldon covers the first four novels of the main series, including: Â â€¢ full synopses
of Outlander, Dragonfly in Amber, Voyager, and Drums of Autumn â€¢ a complete listing of the
characters (fictional and historical) in the first four novels in the series, as well as family trees and
genealogical notes â€¢ a comprehensive glossary and pronunciation guide to Gaelic terms and
usageâ€¢ The Gabaldon Theory of Time Travel, explained â€¢ frequently asked questions to the
author and her (sometimes surprising) answers â€¢ an annotated bibliography â€¢ essays about
medicine and magic in the eighteenth century, researching historical fiction, creating characters, and
more â€¢ professionally cast horoscopes for Jamie and Claire â€¢ the making of the TV series: how
we got there from here, and what happened next (including â€œMy Brief Career as a TV
Actorâ€•)â€¢ behind-the-scenes photos from the Outlander TV series set Â For anyone who wants
to spend more time with the Outlander characters and the world they inhabit, Diana Gabaldon here
opens a door through the standing stones and offers a guided tour of what lies within.
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I absolutely loved The Outlandish Companion. I think it deserves one star for the Gaelic
pronunciations and explanations, a second star for the sketches and pictures (loved seeing Claire's
rings!), a third star for the character list, a fourth star for Diana taking the time to answer all of those
questions from everyone, and the fifth star for her explanation of where characters come from. I
would give her a sixth star for her wit and humor if gave me that option. I was a little surprised to
see how closely the horoscopes matched Jamie and Claire's personalities. Diana didn't write the
horoscopes anyway, they were sent to her and she liked them so she included them for anyone who
was interested. Who cares that they are fictional characters? Not me. The fact that Diana has made
Jamie, Claire & Co. 'real' to so many people is an amazing accomplishment itself. I enjoyed the
Companion for the reasons I listed above. Will I read the book cover to cover repeatedly? No. Will I
go through it fairly often? Yes. Why? Because it's interesting information and I participate in
Outlandish Trivia Games and I could use all the help I can get. My book was worth every penny I
spent on it and I hope to someday have it signed along with the rest of my books. Great job Diana
and I look forward to books 5 & 6 as well as the next Companion!

I didn't read the Outlander series. I devoured it.Normally, I'd rather be strung up and dunked head
first into a vat of cold parritch than be forced to read "romance" novels, but Ms. Gabaldon's books
went straight to my Celtic heart. I bought used copies in paperback to share with friends and hard
cover editions for my library--that's a wee bit of change, but well worth it.Before ordering the
Companion, I spent time flipping through a copy at the bookstore--and that might be a good idea if
some of you aren't sure you want to spend the money on this--personally, I was laughing out loud
and one lady even asked me "Is it good? What are you reading?" Grinning, I stuck a copy of
Outlander in her hands...and yep, she bought it.I keep running into Outlandish people everywhere,
and it's great. Diana--thank you so much for the many, many hours spent in the pleasurable
company of the Fraser clan.Okay, put up your swords and stop hagglin' over the book. Check it out
first and buy it or not. Mine is on order right now....(PS: I KNEW she had to be a Doctor Who fan! I
mean "Fraser Hines/Jamie McCrimmon"? Had to be!)

I borrowed this book to read while awaiting the sixth book in the Outlander series (a day without
Jamie and Claire is like a day without sunshine!)The Outlandish Companion gives synopses of the

first four books in the series, and does so quite well. Had I known of the existence of this book, I'd
have likely skipped over a good deal of Dragonfly in Amber, settling for the synopsis to get to the
meaty Voyager. (Sorry, Dragonfly fans...everyone's entitled to their preferences...)Diana Gabaldon
explains many things here (including the pronunciation of her own last name, which I'd been
mangling). I was particularly impressed with her willingness to outline her writing methodology,
admit her copy errors (people actually picked on her because her cherry trees were out of season,
LOL), and go to great lengths to create an understandable translation of her Gaelic, French, and
European English references. She also very neatly addresses some of the most controversial
portions of the Outlander series without apology.Since some of her characters disappear only to
recur two or three books later, Gabaldon gives us a comprehensive character listing, up to and
including Leroi.There is some "Work In Progress" material too, which is spoiler-ish to those who
haven't yet read The Fiery Cross.If you love this series and plan to own it in hardcover, by all means
buy the Companion. You'll do fine without it, but it's still an enjoyable read.

I was introduced to the Outlander series by my husband. I had never read this type of fiction before.
I must say that I am now hooked and am probably now ruined for any less talented writer's of this
genre. I was instantly transported to another time, I could smell and see and hear right along with
the main characters. Gabaldon's ability for fine detail is unmatched! As a writer myself, her books
have motivated me, impressed and awed me. At 1st I wasn't sure if I wanted to commit myself to the
time it would take to read four 800+ page novels, knowing there wasn't an end to them. Now I am
happy to have been introduced to Claire and Jamie Fraser and will never forget these 2 characters.
I know Gabaldon can't rush her books, which is why I say, she can't write fast enough for me. I
eagerly await her continuation of this series.About the actual book: it's fascinatingly full of little
known facts about herbs, medical knowledge through time, pretty much most of the author's
research is in this companion, anything you ever wanted to know & a few things you didn't know you
were missing or wanted to know. For true fans of this series, you'll want this book for the behind the
scenes details that the 800+ page books didn't include (her original manuscripts were often 1500
pages & broken up into 2 instead). While you're waiting for the next book to come out, or if you need
a refresher on the last title before reading the next, this is a great read either way. The book is an
oversized hardcover of sturdy construction, meant to last through many, many thumb through's.
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